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Abstract 
This article presents a model of intelligent decision support using combined system that consists of two 
parts. The first part is responsible for classification of incoming cases into appropriate decision group, 
the second one realizes the inferring process in a deductive way. As an exemplary decisional situation 
we have considered situations when an unemployed persons claim for benefits.  
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Introduction 
The challenges of nowadays world force the newest methods and technology application to support the 
decision-making process and, in consequence, the importance of decision support systems is still in-
creasing. Decision problems to be solved are often very complicated and require better and more power-
ful, often intelligent support tools. Sometimes, it is useful to generate the expertise set in some steps. 
Such a situation can be met when operating on very large databases and, on the other hand, solving 
problems are complicated. As an exemplary situation we have taken into consideration the situation of 
unemployment in Poland. This problem is urgent and complex. Databases that ought to be considered 
are very large. In our opinion, it is worth of attention to limit the searching space and then carry out 
looking for solutions within smaller spaces. Among many known methods and techniques used in deci-
sion support systems, we have chosen discriminant analyses for classification of cases and deductive 
approach to infer about solutions within developed classes. We are conscious that there are other meth-
ods that could be used in this exemplary situation. Our goal was to present the possibility how the social 
worker support in solving difficult problems could be realized. As far as we know, no any intelligent 
support system has been implemented in Poland.  

The Goal 
Our up-to-day environment affecting any decision-making tasks is becoming more and more complex. 
There are many different more or less intelligent systems supporting decision-making process. They are 
generally domains oriented. That means they carry out inferring basing only on a specific domain ori-
ented knowledge base and expertise obtained may be not satisfying (Nycz & Smok, 2001). 

As an exemplary situation we have taken into consideration the situation of unemployment in Poland. 
The problem of unemployment, which was almost 
unknown in our country before the changes dur-
ing the last 12-years, now is still increasing. In 
some regions of Poland it is estimated till 30%, 
especially in smaller towns and villages where, in 
previous system, only one big factory or other 
enterprise existed that now it has been cancelled. 
According to the Polish Insurance Law dismissed 
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workers obtain help from the state. But this help differs depending on some factors. It is not only simple 
giving money to the unemployed but also contains other forms of help. The problem is urgent and com-
plicated. It is possible to distinguish some similarities among situations of people inquiring for benefits 
and, basing on it, deliver appropriate help. In our idea we propose to create a model that generates an 
advice to particular situation basing on previously made case classification and then further inferring to 
obtain a decision. Our main aim is to present how to support in intelligent way the process of delivering 
help to people who became unemployed. In fig.1 we present the idea of our approach. 

 

 

H y b r i d  r e a s o n i n g  s y s t e m  

Reasoning 
module 

 

Classification 
module 

 
Fig.1: The idea of the reasoning system 

The conceptual model consists of two main modules, which are the module responsible for classification 
of incoming cases into appropriate group that corresponds with the domain, and the module that realizes 
the reasoning process and generates expertise. It is in our case a deductive system. 

Situation Description 
The problem of unemployment is urgent because this phenomenon is still increasing. As we mentioned 
above, in some regions it depicts more then 30% of all potential workers. The causes of this situation are 
different. Workers can be dismissed by the employee, by themselves, due to the group dismissing (e.g. 
when the enterprise has been cancelled) or due to disciplinary reasons. All working persons are insured. 
Very often young people leaving schools can not find a job and become unemployed.  

There are many different forms of help offered to the unemployed. First of all this is the help in finding 
a job. Very often it is difficult due to the lack of job offers in a moment or due to other reasons. In such a 
situation a persons claim for benefits. It is clear, that paying benefits should be accompanied with other 
forms of help, moreover, even if a person does not qualify for benefits, he or she however needs help in 
finding a job. The benefits differ and depend on fulfilling (or not) special conditions. The help can be 
obtained by those who are school- leaving students and can not find a job as well as those who are not 
school- leaving students, worked at least 6 months within the last year and were dismissed not due to dis-
ciplinary reasons. The amount of benefit is calculated as follows. The basis for any calculations is 470 
PLZ. This amount is announced every year by the state. In general, the benefit for an insured unem-
ployed is 470 PLZ and is paid within 1 year (52 weeks), but it can differ in many cases. The most often 
case is due to the age of a person. Persons above 35 years old have very little chances for finding any 
job. E.g. for women at age between 57 and 60 and men between 62 and 65, having duration of work 
longer then 30 years, dismissed due to group dismissing the benefit is higher (120% of basis benefit), for 
the other - benefit is in basis amount. The benefit is paid within 30 days after registration for 1 year. For 
pre-retired benefit can claim also women at age less then 55 who worked at least 30 years as well men 
younger then 60 years old having at least 35 years of work, who have no other help for the unemployed. 
The obtained benefit is 160% of the normal one until they are at retired age. Very often the unemployed 
persons are offered to attend special courses to learn new skills that may help them in finding a job. 
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Each person claiming for benefit is obliged to fulfill a form containing such information like name, last 
name, profession, education, last job within the last year, working period (in years), average income per 
person in a family, number of children, etc. 

The main task of a social worker is to match those who are looking for a job with firms seeking workers. 
If it is not possible - as mentioned above such a situation is very often - to give a benefit and/or support 
other forms of help to the unemployed. Paying benefits should be accompanied with other forms of help; 
moreover, even if a person does not qualify for benefits, he or she however needs help in finding a job. 
Assign (or not) a benefit, how high, for how log, to offer other forms of help, etc. depends on many fac-
tors and is rather a complicated task. We decided first to classify persons into previously defined groups 
and then – depending to which group a person has been classified – infer about the forms of helping 
them. 

Classification Description 
The problem of classification is not new. In frame of statistics there are many different techniques to 
carry on such tasks (Gabbay, Hogger, Robinson, 1995), (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, Stone, 1984). For 
our purpose we have chosen one of these techniques, that is the discriminant analysis. The discriminant 
analysis is especially useful in researches of belongings, that means in classifying an object to one of 
some groups that have been previously distinguished taking into considerations particular feature from 
the earlier defined set (Nycz, Smok, 2002.1). The classification relies on conversion of the set of infor-
mation (signals) about all objects that may be the subject of investigation, into the set of decisions of a 
form: particular realization (signal) describes the object belonging to i class of similarity of the object 
(Kolonko, 1980), (Nycz, Smok 2002). The ideal procedure of classification is when it makes no mis-
takes. In fig. 2 we present the idea of classification. Each point of the limited area represents a single 
realization. The curve I slits this picture into two subsets representing realizations of the pictures A1 and 
A2. The curve II slits the same area into such subsets that to all points from the same subset the same 
decision is being assigned. The areas marked as B1 and B2 represent the set of incorrect decisions. Each 
measure of the area of incorrect decisions characterizes the applied classification procedure. Different 
classification rules can be obtained depending on the choice how to measure this area. The classification 
tasks can be, from the formal point of view, seen as the decision making process. The classification tasks 
for 2-element set of pictures belong to the two-decisional problems. The classification tasks for multi-
element set of pictures are assigned to multi-decisional tasks (Kolonko, 1980).  

To carry out the classification, many different tools can be used. We have chosen the SPSS. The first 
step in data preparation for further realized analysis, is grouping. We distinguish the following groups of 
persons: 

v school- leaving student, 

v persons at age till 55 (for women) and 60 (for men), 

v persons at pre-retired age (56-60 for women, 60-65 for men). 

Then we distinguish features describing these groups like e.g. education, profession, experience, etc. 
Each new person coming to the office is classified to one of the age group. 
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Fig.2: Relations among the real structure of investigated set and decision sets for  

deterministic task. From: (Kolonko,1980) 

 

The results of classification are input for reasoning about help for persons claiming for benefits. This 
part in our model is realized by its deductive part. 

Databases and Logic 
Logic can be used as a data model in databases. In frame of such a model we can distinguish: 

v data structures, 

v operators, and 

v integrity rules. 

All these three elements are represented in the same unique way as axioms in the logic language (Giar-
ratano, Riley, 1994), (Kifer, 2001). 

The deductive database architecture can be seen as follows (fig. 3): 
 
  

Database 

Deductive database system 

Deduction 
platform 

Input/Output 
Module 

User 
 

 

Fig. 3:  The deductive database architecture.   
(from: Urpi, Teniente, Pastor,  Mayol, Martin, Folre 1994, modified) 
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As a deductive database system we can treat such a system, which has the ability to define deductive 
rules and can deduce or infer additional information from the facts stored in a database (Beynon-Davis, 
1998), (Ullman, Widom, 2000), (Nycz, Smok, 2000). Deductive rules are often referred to as logic data-
bases. A deductive database (DDB) can be defined as: 

{ }IRF ,,DDB =  

where: 

F – a fact set, 

R – a deductive rule set, 

I – an integrity constraints. 

In a deductive database sys tem rules are specified through a deductive language in which we specify 
what to achieve rather then how to achieve it. An inference engine (known also as a deduction mecha-
nism) can infer new facts from the database by interpreting these rules (Gardarin, Valduriez, 1989). The 
model used for deductive database is closely related to logic programming and the Prolog language. 
There are many variants of Prolog, e.g. Datalog, Statelog, SWI Prolog, Visual Prolog, which are useful 
in logic programming. 

A deductive database uses two main types of specifications, which are facts and rules. Facts are speci-
fied similar to specifications of relations except that it is not necessary to include the attribute names. In 
a deductive database the meaning of an attribute value in a tuple is determined by its position within the 
tuple (Gardarin, Valduriez, 1989), (Elmasri, Navathe, 2000). 

A deductive rule is a statement about objects and their relationships. This rule can be presented as the 
following statement: 

nLLP ^^1 L←  

where: 

P – atom, 

L1 ´  … ´  Ln   – literals representing conditions. 

Each literal is either a positive (not negated) atom or a negated one. The integrity constraints are the first 
order logic rules, which the deductive database fulfills. They are defined as the following expression        

nLL ^^1 L←  

where n>=1  and each  literal Li  (i=1,2,…n) is either not negated or negated atom. 

Rules are used when we want to say that a fact depends on a group of other facts. Rules are somewhat 
similar to relational views. In this context we say they specify virtual relations that are not stored but 
that can be formed from facts by applying inference mechanism based on the rule specifications (El-
masri, Navathe, 2000). 

The evaluation of the Prolog program is realized according to the technique called backward chaining, 
which involves the top-down evaluations of goals. 

As it was said in previous section, results of classification are input for further reasoning by a deductive 
part of our model. For our research we have used Visual Prolog v.5.2. In the exemplary fact base we 
have 8 persons: 3 school- leaving students and 5 other persons claiming for benefit. The fact base is of 
the following shape: 

– for school –leaving students: 
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age sex profession first name name 

student(nowak,adam,pianist,m,19). 
student(czajka,maria,waiter,w,21).
student(kowalska,anna,driver,w,19)
.  

– for other persons: 
 

 

age 

sex 

profession first name 

name 

person(kot,anna,"group dismissing",teacher,w,45,university,3,1217,20,9).
 

cause of 
unemployment 

education 

children 

average income 

last year 
work(months) 

work duration 
(years) 

person(wilk,ilona,"group dismissing",driver,w,58,high_school,2,988,31,5). 
person(bielecka,maria,"dismissed by employee",secretary,w,59,high_school,1,1120,32,7). 
person(liszka,jan,"dismissed by himself",teacher,m,37,high_school,2,960,15,3). 
person(szczur,marek,"dismissed_by_employee",diver,m,26,under_high,0,1090,6,11). 
  

The persons claiming for benefits can posses extra skills that may help them in finding job. They also 
may want to attend extra courses to learn new skills. These facts are reflected in the fact base in follow-
ing way: 

 

 

skill person’s  name        

extra_skills(nowak,knowledge_of_computer). 
extra_skills(nowak,knowledge_of_accounting). 
extra_skills(nowak,wants_to_learn). 
extra_skills(szczur,wants_to_learn). 
extra_skills(czajka,has_driving_licence). 
extra_skills(kowalska,knows_German). 
extra_skills(kowalska,wants_to_learn).  

 
Inferring about decision differs depending on class to which a person has been classified. We will pre-
sent some possible decisional situations. When it is a school- leaving student who cannot get a job, the 
clause describing such persons, can look following: 
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Example 1. 
The goal can be of the shape: 

 

 

benefit_assign(Name,First_name,Decision,Benefit,Should_be_paid
_for_the_following_no_of_weeks). 

  
Answers generated by the system are following: 

 

 

Name=nowak,First_name=adam,Decision=assing benefit, Benefit=470, 
Should_be_paid_for_the_following_no_of_weeks=52 

Name=czajka,First_name=maria,Decision=assign benefit,Benefit=470, 
Should_be_paid_for_the_following_no_of_weeks=52 

Name=kowalska,First_name=anna,Decision=assing benefit, 
Benefit=470, Should_be_paid_for_the_following_no_of_weeks=52 

3 Solutions 
 

Situation looks different when an unemployed person is not a school- leaving student. He/she is gener-
ally older and was working before dismissing. The cause of becoming unemployed is group dismissing. 
When he/she is at the pre-retired age and it is obvious he/she gets no job. Such a person needs different 
help than a younger one. In example 2 we show possible help for persons being at pre-retired age. 

Example 2. 
the appropriate clause can look like: 

 

 

benefit_assigned(X,Y,decision2,Benefit):- 
 person(X,Y,Cause_of_unemployment,_,w,Age,_,_,_,Work_duration,_),  
 Cause_of_unemployment="group dismissing",Age>56,Age<60, 
 Work_duration>=30,Benefit=1.2*a 
   or 
   person(X,Y,Cause_of_unemployment,_,m,Age,_,_,_,Work_duration,_), 
   Cause_of_unemployment="group dismissing", Age>61,Age<65, 
   Work_duration>=30,Benefit=1.2*a. 

 
The goal can be: 

 

 

benefit_assigned(Name,First_name,Decision,Benefit). 

 
In our test base there is only one person fulfilling conditions: 

 

 

Name=wilk, First_name=ilona, Decision=benefit: 120% of basis amount = , 
Benefit=564 

 
1 Solution 

In the next example (Example 3) we present a situation when persons become unemployed due to differ-
ent reasons  then group dismissing or because disciplinary reasons. They are want to learn new skills, 
they can change profession and/or to move to another place to live if they get a job, etc. They worked at 
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least 6 months within the last year. If the last year working period was shorter then 6 months, such a per-
son cannot obtain a benefit therefore he/she is offered other forms of help. 

Example 3. 
the clauses can look following: 

 

 

benefit_assigned(X,Y,decision3,Benefit):- 
   person(X,Y,Cause_of_unemployment,_,w,Age,_,_,_,_,Last_year_work), 
   Cause_of_unemployment<>"group dismissing", 
   Cause_of_unemployment<>"disciplinary", 
   Age<57, 
   Last_year_work>5, 
   Benefit=a 
   or 
   person(X,Y,Cause_of_unemployment,_,m,Age,_,_,_,_,Last_year_work), 
   Cause_of_unemployment<>"group dismissing", 
   Cause_of_unemployment<>"disciplinary", 
   Age<62, 
   Last_year_work>5, 
   Benefit=a. 
 

 
 

 

 

benefit_assigned(X,Y,decision4,Benefit):- 
   person(X,Y,Cause_of_unemployment,_,w,Age,_,_,_,_,Last_year_work), 
   Cause_of_unemployment<>"group dismissing", 
   Cause_of_unemployment<>"disciplinary", 
   Age<57, 
   Last_year_work<6, 
   Benefit=0 
   or 
   person(X,Y,Cause_of_unemployment,_,m,Age,_,_,_,_,Last_year_work), 
   Cause_of_unemployment<>"group dismissing", 
   Cause_of_unemployment<>"disciplinary", 
   Age<62, 
   Last_year_work<6, 
   Benefit=0. 

 
The goal is the same as in previous example: 

 

 

benefit_assigned(Name,First_name,Decision,Benefit).
 

Expertise generated is following: 
 

 

Name=szczur, First_name=marek, Decision=Send to course to learn new 
skills, Benefit=470 

Name=liszka, First_name=jan, Decision=no benefit assigned, therefore 
send to courses to learn new extra skills, Benefit=0 

2 Solutions 
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It is possible to define more other situations. Our main aim was to show the possibility of our model and 
present how to support in intelligent way the process of delivering help to people that became unem-
ployed. 

Conclusions 
In this paper we presented a model of combined reasoning about decision what help should be offered to 
an unemployed person claiming for a benefit. It is not only giving money to those who qualified to such 
form of help but also suggesting e.g. learning new skills that may be useful in future work. Our model 
supports the social worker in undertaking the best decision how to help the unemployed persons. It con-
sists of two parts and the reasoning is realized in two steps. Within the first one, the persons are classi-
fied into appropriate group.  Then, within the group, the deductive inferring is conducted. Such a com-
bined reasoning seems to deliver better decisions that those obtained in traditional way. Our approach 
seems to be especially useful in situations with large number of persons inquiring for benefits. Nowa-
days we meet such a situation in our country. But whether this model is really useful it can be proofed 
only in real life. 
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